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Description

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

HANDLING TDD FRAME FOR SHORT TTI IN WIRELESS

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Technical Field

[1] The present invention relates to wireless communications, and more particularly, to a

method and apparatus for handling time division duplex (TDD) frames for a short

transmission time interval (TTI) in a wireless communication system.

Background Art
[2] 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) long-term evolution (LTE) is a technology

for enabling high-speed packet communications. Many schemes have been proposed

for the LTE objective including those that aim to reduce user and provider costs,

improve service quality, and expand and improve coverage and system capacity. The

3GPP LTE requires reduced cost per bit, increased service availability, flexible use of

a frequency band, a simple structure, an open interface, and adequate power con

sumption of a terminal as an upper-level requirement.

[3] Packet data latency is one of the performance metrics that vendors, operators and

also end-users (via speed test applications) regularly measure. Latency measurements

are done in all phases of a radio access network system lifetime, when verifying a new

software release or system component, when deploying a system and when the system

is in commercial operation. Better latency than previous generations of 3GPP radio

access technologies (RATs) was one performance metric that guided the design of

LTE. LTE is also now recognized by the end-users to be a system that provides faster

access to internet and lower data latencies than previous generations of mobile radio

technologies. In the 3GPP, much effort has been put into increasing data rates from the

first release of LTE (Rel-8) until the most recent one (Rel-12). However, with regard to

further improvements specifically targeting the delays in the system little has been

done.

[4] Packet data latency is important not only for the perceived responsiveness of the

system, but it is also a parameter that indirectly influences the throughput. In addition,

to achieve really high bit rates, UE L2 buffers need to be dimensioned corre

spondingly. The longer the round trip time (RTT) is, the bigger the buffers need to be.

The only way to reduce buffering requirements in the UE and eNB side is to reduce

latency. Further, radio resource efficiency could also be positively impacted by latency

reductions. Lower packet data latency could increase the number of transmission

attempts possible within a certain delay bound, hence higher block error rate (BLER)



targets could be used for the data transmissions, freeing up radio resources but still

keeping the same level of robustness for users in poor radio conditions. The increased

number of possible transmissions within a certain delay bound, could also translate

into more robust transmissions of real-time data streams (e.g. voice over LTE

(VoLTE)), if keeping the same BLER target. This may improve the VoLTE voice

system capacity.

[5] Various pre- scheduling strategies can be used to lower the latency to some extent,

but similarly to shorter scheduling request (SR) interval introduced in Rel-9, they do

not necessarily address all efficiency aspects. Accordingly, various techniques to

reduce latency have been discussed. Specifically, as for one of techniques to reduce

latency, a short transmission time interval (TTI) has been discussed.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[6] The present invention provides a method and apparatus for handling time division

duplex (TDD) frames for a short transmission time interval (TTI) in a wireless commu

nication system. The present invention provides a method and apparatus for handling

unavailable subframes for a short TTI in a backward compatible manner.

Solution to Problem
[7] In an aspect, a method for communicating, by an eNodeB (eNB), with a user

equipment via a time division duplex (TDD) frame using a short transmission time

interval (TTI) in a wireless communication system is provided. The method includes

configuring the TDD frame including a set of short downlink (DL) TTIs and a set of

short uplink (UL) TTIs, and communicating with the UE via the TDD frame. A length

of a short DL TTI and a short UL TTI is less than 1ms.

[8] In another aspect, an eNodeB (eNB) in a wireless communication system is provided.

The eNB includes a memory, a transceiver, and a processor, coupled to the memory

and the transceiver, that configures a time division duplex (TDD) including a set of

short downlink (DL) transmission time intervals (TTIs) and a set of short uplink (UL)

TTIs, and controls the transceiver to communicate with the UE via the TDD frame. A

length of a short DL TTI and a short UL TTI is less than 1ms.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[9] Unavailable subframes in a TDD frame for short TTI transmission can be handled e f

ficiently.

Brief Description of Drawings
[10] FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system.

[11] FIG. 2 shows structure of a radio frame of 3GPP LTE.

[12] FIG. 3 shows another structure of a radio frame of 3GPP LTE.



[13] FIG. 4 shows a resource grid for one downlink slot.

[14] FIG. 5 shows structure of a downlink subframe.

[15] FIG. 6 shows structure of an uplink subframe.

[16] FIG. 7 shows an example of typical radio access latency components.

[17] FIG. 8 shows an example of the best and worst latency for TDD according to an em-

bodiment of the present invention.

[18] FIG. 9 shows an example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[19] FIG. 10 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

[20] FIG. 11 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

[21] FIG. 12 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

[22] FIG. 13 shows an example of multiple carries for short TTI in TDD case according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

[23] FIG. 14 shows an example of subframe/TTI index of multiple carries for short TTI in

TDD case according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[24] FIG. 15 shows an example of a full-duplex carrier for short TTI in TDD case

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[25] FIG. 16 shows an example of division of a carrier for short TTI in TDD case

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[26] FIG. 17 shows an example of a frame structure for dynamic short TTI in TDD case

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[27] FIG. 18 shows another example of a frame structure for dynamic short TTI in TDD

case according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[28] FIG. 19 shows another example of a frame structure for dynamic short TTI in TDD

case according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[29] FIG. 20 shows examples of different subframe types of a normal subframe using

short TTI for different UL/DL switching patterns according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

[30] FIG. 2 1 shows examples of different subframe types of a special subframe using

short TTI for different UL/DL switching patterns according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

[31] FIG. 22 shows examples of different subframe types of a MBSFN subframe using

short TTI for different UL/DL switching patterns according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

[32] FIG. 23 shows examples of different subframe types of a UL subframe using short



TTI for different UL/DL switching patterns according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[33] FIG. 24 shows an example of different short DL/UL TTI sizes according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[34] FIG. 25 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

[35] FIG. 26 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

[36] FIG. 27 shows a method for communicating with a user equipment via a TDD frame

using a short TTI according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[37] FIG. 28 shows a wireless communication system to implement an embodiment of the

present invention.

Mode for the Invention
[38] Techniques, apparatus and systems described herein may be used in various wireless

access technologies such as code division multiple access (CDMA), frequency division

multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), orthogonal

frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), single carrier frequency division

multiple access (SC-FDMA), etc. The CDMA may be implemented with a radio

technology such as universal terrestrial radio access (UTRA) or CDMA2000. The

TDMA may be implemented with a radio technology such as global system for mobile

communications (GSM)/general packet radio service (GPRS)/enhanced data rates for

GSM evolution (EDGE). The OFDMA may be implemented with a radio technology

such as institute of electrical and electronics engineers (IEEE) 802.11 (Wi-Fi), IEEE

802.16 (WiMAX), IEEE 802-20, evolved-UTRA (E-UTRA) etc. The UTRA is a part

of a universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS). 3rd generation partnership

project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE) is a part of an evolved-UMTS (E-UMTS)

using the E-UTRA. The 3GPP LTE employs the OFDMA in downlink (DL) and

employs the SC-FDMA in uplink (UL). LTE-advance (LTE-A) is an evolution of the

3GPP LTE. For clarity, this application focuses on the 3GPP LTE/LTE-A. However,

technical features of the present invention are not limited thereto.

[39] FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system. The wireless communication system

10 includes at least one evolved NodeB (eNB) 11. Respective eNBs 11 provide a com

munication service to particular geographical areas 15a, 15b, and 15c (which are

generally called cells). Each cell may be divided into a plurality of areas (which are

called sectors). A user equipment (UE) 12 may be fixed or mobile and may be referred

to by other names such as mobile station (MS), mobile terminal (MT), user terminal

(UT), subscriber station (SS), wireless device, personal digital assistant (PDA),



wireless modem, handheld device. The eNB 11 generally refers to a fixed station that

communicates with the UE 12 and may be called by other names such as base station

(BS), base transceiver system (BTS), access point (AP), etc.

[40] In general, a UE belongs to one cell, and the cell to which a UE belongs is called a

serving cell. An eNB providing a communication service to the serving cell is called a

serving eNB. The wireless communication system is a cellular system, so a different

cell adjacent to the serving cell exists. The different cell adjacent to the serving cell is

called a neighbor cell. An eNB providing a communication service to the neighbor cell

is called a neighbor eNB. The serving cell and the neighbor cell are relatively de

termined based on a UE.

[41] This technique can be used for DL or UL. In general, DL refers to communication

from the eNB 11 to the UE 12, and UL refers to communication from the UE 12 to the

eNB 11. In DL, a transmitter may be part of the eNB 11 and a receiver may be part of

the UE 12. In UL, a transmitter may be part of the UE 12 and a receiver may be part of

the eNB 11.

[42] The wireless communication system may be any one of a multiple-input multiple-

output (MIMO) system, a multiple-input single-output (MISO) system, a single-input

single-output (SISO) system, and a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system. The

MIMO system uses a plurality of transmission antennas and a plurality of reception

antennas. The MISO system uses a plurality of transmission antennas and a single

reception antenna. The SISO system uses a single transmission antenna and a single

reception antenna. The SIMO system uses a single transmission antenna and a plurality

of reception antennas. Hereinafter, a transmission antenna refers to a physical or

logical antenna used for transmitting a signal or a stream, and a reception antenna

refers to a physical or logical antenna used for receiving a signal or a stream.

[43] FIG. 2 shows structure of a radio frame of 3GPP LTE. Referring to FIG. 2, a radio

frame includes 10 subframes. A subframe includes two slots in time domain. A time

for transmitting one transport block by higher layer to physical layer (generally over

one subframe) is defined as a transmission time interval (TTI). For example, one

subframe may have a length of 1ms, and one slot may have a length of 0.5ms. One slot

includes a plurality of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in

time domain. Since the 3GPP LTE uses the OFDMA in the DL, the OFDM symbol is

for representing one symbol period. The OFDM symbols may be called by other names

depending on a multiple-access scheme. For example, when SC-FDMA is in use as a

UL multi-access scheme, the OFDM symbols may be called SC-FDMA symbols. A

resource block (RB) is a resource allocation unit, and includes a plurality of contiguous

subcarriers in one slot. The structure of the radio frame is shown for exemplary

purposes only. Thus, the number of subframes included in the radio frame or the



number of slots included in the subframe or the number of OFDM symbols included in

the slot may be modified in various manners.

[44] The wireless communication system may be divided into a frequency division duplex

(FDD) scheme and a time division duplex (TDD) scheme. According to the FDD

scheme, UL transmission and DL transmission are made at different frequency bands.

According to the TDD scheme, UL transmission and DL transmission are made during

different periods of time at the same frequency band. A channel response of the TDD

scheme is substantially reciprocal. This means that a DL channel response and a UL

channel response are almost the same in a given frequency band. Thus, the TDD-based

wireless communication system is advantageous in that the DL channel response can

be obtained from the UL channel response. In the TDD scheme, the entire frequency

band is time-divided for UL and DL transmissions, so a DL transmission by the eNB

and a UL transmission by the UE cannot be simultaneously performed. In a TDD

system in which a UL transmission and a DL transmission are discriminated in units of

subframes, the UL transmission and the DL transmission are performed in different

subframes.

[45] FIG. 3 shows another structure of a radio frame of 3GPP LTE. Frame structure

described in FIG. 3 is applicable to TDD. Each radio frame of length 10ms consists of

two half-frames of length 5ms each. Each half-frame consists of five subframes of

length 1ms. Each subframe i is defined as two slots, 2i and 2i+l, of length 0.5ms each.

[46] The UL-DL configuration in a cell may vary between frames and controls in which

subframes UL or DL transmissions may take place in the current frame. The supported

UL-DL configurations are listed in Table 1 below.

[47] [Table 1]

In Table 1, for each subframe in a radio frame, "D" denotes a DL subframe reserved

for DL transmissions, "U" denotes an UL subframe reserved for UL transmissions and



"S" denotes a special subframe with the three fields downlink pilot time slot (DwPTS),

guard period (GP) and uplink pilot time slot (UpPTS). UL-DL configurations with

both 5 ms and 10 ms DL-to-UL switch-point periodicity are supported. In case of 5 ms

DL-to-UL switch-point periodicity, the special subframe exists in both half-frames. In

case of 10 ms DL-to-UL switch-point periodicity, the special subframe exists in the

first half-frame only. Subframes 0 and 5 and DwPTS are always reserved for DL

transmission. UpPTS and the subframe immediately following the special subframe are

always reserved for UL transmission.

[49] FIG. 4 shows a resource grid for one downlink slot. Referring to FIG. 4, a DL slot

includes a plurality of OFDM symbols in time domain. It is described herein that one

DL slot includes 7 OFDM symbols, and one RB includes 12 subcarriers in frequency

domain as an example. However, the present invention is not limited thereto. Each

element on the resource grid is referred to as a resource element (RE). One RB

includes 12x7 resource elements. The number N of RBs included in the DL slot

depends on a DL transmit bandwidth. The structure of a UL slot may be same as that

of the DL slot. The number of OFDM symbols and the number of subcarriers may vary

depending on the length of a CP, frequency spacing, etc. For example, in case of a

normal cyclic prefix (CP), the number of OFDM symbols is 7, and in case of an

extended CP, the number of OFDM symbols is 6. One of 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1536,

and 2048 may be selectively used as the number of subcarriers in one OFDM symbol.

[50] FIG. 5 shows structure of a downlink subframe. Referring to FIG. 5, a maximum of

three OFDM symbols located in a front portion of a first slot within a subframe

correspond to a control region to be assigned with a control channel. The remaining

OFDM symbols correspond to a data region to be assigned with a physical downlink

shared chancel (PDSCH). Examples of DL control channels used in the 3GPP LTE

includes a physical control format indicator channel (PCFICH), a physical downlink

control channel (PDCCH), a physical hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)

indicator channel (PHICH), etc. The PCFICH is transmitted at a first OFDM symbol of

a subframe and carries information regarding the number of OFDM symbols used for

transmission of control channels within the subframe. The PHICH is a response of UL

transmission and carries a HARQ acknowledgment (ACK)/non-acknowledgment

(NACK) signal. Control information transmitted through the PDCCH is referred to as

downlink control information (DCI). The DCI includes UL or DL scheduling in

formation or includes a UL transmit (TX) power control command for arbitrary UE

groups.

[51] The PDCCH may carry a transport format and a resource allocation of a downlink

shared channel (DL-SCH), resource allocation information of an uplink shared channel

(UL-SCH), paging information on a paging channel (PCH), system information on the



DL-SCH, a resource allocation of an upper-layer control message such as a random

access response transmitted on the PDSCH, a set of TX power control commands on

individual UEs within an arbitrary UE group, a TX power control command, activation

of a voice over IP (VoIP), etc. A plurality of PDCCHs can be transmitted within a

control region. The UE can monitor the plurality of PDCCHs. The PDCCH is

transmitted on an aggregation of one or several consecutive control channel elements

(CCEs). The CCE is a logical allocation unit used to provide the PDCCH with a coding

rate based on a state of a radio channel. The CCE corresponds to a plurality of resource

element groups.

[52] FIG. 6 shows structure of an uplink subframe. Referring to FIG. 6, a UL subframe

can be divided in a frequency domain into a control region and a data region. The

control region is allocated with a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) for

carrying UL control information. The data region is allocated with a physical uplink

shared channel (PUSCH) for carrying user data. When indicated by a higher layer, the

UE may support a simultaneous transmission of the PUSCH and the PUCCH. The

PUCCH for one UE is allocated to an RB pair in a subframe. RBs belonging to the RB

pair occupy different subcarriers in respective two slots. This is called that the RB pair

allocated to the PUCCH is frequency-hopped in a slot boundary. This is said that the

pair of RBs allocated to the PUCCH is frequency-hopped at the slot boundary. The UE

can obtain a frequency diversity gain by transmitting UL control information through

different subcarriers according to time.

[53] UL control information transmitted on the PUCCH may include a HARQ ACK/

NACK, a channel quality indicator (CQI) indicating the state of a DL channel, a

scheduling request (SR), and the like. The PUSCH is mapped to a UL-SCH, a transport

channel. UL data transmitted on the PUSCH may be a transport block, a data block for

the UL-SCH transmitted during the TTI. The transport block may be user information.

Or, the UL data may be multiplexed data. The multiplexed data may be data obtained

by multiplexing the transport block for the UL-SCH and control information. For

example, control information multiplexed to data may include a CQI, a precoding

matrix indicator (PMI), an HARQ, a rank indicator (RI), or the like. Or the UL data

may include only control information.

[54] A subset of the DL subframes in a radio frame on a carrier supporting PDSCH

transmission can be configured as multicast-broadcast single-frequency

network (MBSFN) subframes by higher layers. Each MBSFN subframe is divided into

a non-MBSFN region and an MBSFN region. The non-MBSFN region spans the first

one or two OFDM symbols in an MBSFN subframe. The MBSFN region in an

MBSFN subframe is defined as the OFDM symbols not used for the non-MBSFN

region. MBSFN is supported for the multicast control channel (MCH), which is a



transport channel. Multiplexing of transport channels using MBSFN and non-MBSFN

transmission is done on a per-sub-frame basis. Additional reference symbols,

transmitted using MBSFN are transmitted within MBSFN subframes.

[55] In an LTE system, there are multiple components contributing to the total end to end

delay for connected UEs. The limitations in performance are in general use case

dependent, for which, e.g. UL latency may influence the DL application performance

and vice versa. Examples of sources to latency are listed below.

[56] (1) Grant acquisition: A UE with data to send must send a SR and receive a

scheduling grant before transmitting the data packet. In order to send a SR, it must wait

for a SR-valid PUCCH resource and a corresponding scheduling grant transmitted to

the UE in response. When the grant is decoded the data transmission can start over

PUSCH.

[57] (2) Random access: If the UL timing of a UE is not aligned, initial time alignment is

acquired with the random access procedure. The time alignment can be maintained

with timing advance commands from the eNB to the UE. However, it may be desirable

to stop the maintenance of UL time alignment after a period of inactivity, thus the

duration of the random access procedure may contribute to the overall latency in

RRC_CONNECTED. The random access procedure also serves as an UL grant ac

quisition mechanism (random access based scheduling request). Therefore, for cases

where random access is needed, no separate PUCCH based SR procedure/step is

needed.

[58] (3) TTI: The transmission of a request, grant, or data is done in subframe chunks

with a fixed duration (1ms), which is the source of a delay per packet exchange

between the UE and the eNB.

[59] (4) Processing: Data and control need to be processed (e.g. encoded and decoded) in

the UE and eNB. Data processing is a source of processing delays, which are pro

portional to the transport block (TB) size. The processing of control information is

typically less dependent on TB size.

[60] (5) HARQ round trip time (RTT): For UL transmission in FDD, the HARQ ACK for

a packet received by the eNB in subframe n is reported in subframe n+4. If a re

transmission is needed by the UE, this is done in subframe n+8. Thus, the HARQ RTT

is 8ms for FDD UL. For TDD, RTT depends on TDD configuration. The RTT for DL

transmissions is not specified in detail, as the HARQ scheme is asynchronous. The

HARQ feedback is available at subframe n+4 in FDD, and retransmissions can

typically be scheduled in subframe n+8 or later if needed.

[61] (6) Core / Internet: In the core network, packets can be queued due to congestion and

delayed due to transmission over backhaul links. Internet connections can be congested

and therefore add to the experienced end-to-end packet delay. EPC and/or Internet



delays vary widely. In the context of latency reductions, it is reasonable to assume that

latency performance of the transport links is good.

[62] For example, Table 2 shows a typical radio access latency components for a UL

transmission from a UE without a valid UL grant.

[63] [Table 2]

[64] Referring to Table 2, assuming Rel-8 functionality, the average waiting time for a

PUCCH at a periodicity of 10ms is 5ms, leading to a radio access latency sum of 17ms.

With a SR period set to 1ms, the average waiting time is reduced to 0.5ms, which

would lead to a sum of 12.5ms.

[65] Table 3 shows a typical radio access latency components for a DL transmission.

[66] [Table 3]

[67] From the tables, it can be seen that grant acquisition delay, transmission and data

processing times are additive.

[68] FIG. 7 shows an example of typical radio access latency components. Referring to

FIG. 7, the latency of one transmission control protocol (TCP) segment latency may be

represented as core delay (A) + HARQ-ACK feedback latency (B) + 0.1 * re-



transmission latency (C) + 0.1 * HARQ-ACK feedback latency (B) + eNB processing

delay (D) + PUSCH transmission delay (E). Among these components of latency,

HARQ-ACK feedback latency (B), retransmission latency (C) and PUSCH

transmission delay (E) may relate to a length of TTI. Roughly, it may be assumed that

4*TTIs are used for B and C and 3*TTIs are used for E. Accordingly, total 1l*TTIs

may be assumed for B+C+E. If any unavailability due to MBSFN subframe or TDD

configuration is not considered, the overall latency of B, C and E can be linearly

decreased with short TTI. Though the latency of one packet becomes smaller as the

TCP window size gets larger, the length of TTI may impact the overall latency.

[69] In TDD, delay computation may become challenging, as B, C and E may be decided

dependent on UL-DL configurations shown in Table 1. For example, if UL-DL con

figuration 0 is used, the maximum gap of retransmission latency (C) may be larger

than 3ms (from a special subframe to the next DL subframe) which may not be further

reduced unless DL subframes using short TTI are placed in between. For another

example, if UL-DL configuration 5 is used, the maximum gap of PUSCH transmission

may be larger than 8 ms (from subframe 3 to the next radio frame's first UpPTS) unless

UL subframes using short TTI are placed in between.

[70] Accordingly, in order to reduce latency, short TTI which is shorter than current TTI

(i.e. 1ms) may be proposed. For example, if it is assumed that the short TTI is 0.2ms

and RTT from the data transmission to the HARQ-ACK is 8*TTI, the overall latency

between the data transmission to HARQ-ACK reception may be reduced to 1.6msec.

Furthermore, the short TTI may be designed such that a carrier where the short TTI is

used can be accessed by a legacy UE which does not understand a frame structure for

the short TTI. When a short TTI is introduced for latency reduction in LTE, E-UTRAN

may be configured with both normal TTI with 1ms and short TTI with a value less than

lms, such as 1 symbol or 0.5ms.

[71] The latency reduction by the short TTI may be fully achieved when all subframes are

available for the short TTI, i.e. subframes using the short TTI are placed consecutively.

Otherwise, the latency reduction by the short TTI cannot be fully achieved. For

example, HARQ-ACK cannot be transmitted due to unavailable UL subframes or

PHICH cannot be transmitted due to unavailable DL subframes (such as MBSFN

subframes). In this case, the latency may not be reduced substantially.

[72] The present invention discusses handling TDD cases for short TTI. Hereinafter,

unless mentioned otherwise, a TTI may be referred to as a short TTI. The current TTI

may be referred to as a legacy TTI.

[73] 1. TDD handling with keeping legacy UL-DL configuration

[74] For handling unavailable subframes for short TTI transmission in TDD case, a

method for keeping legacy UL-DL configuration, i.e. legacy switching points, may be



proposed according to an embodiment of the present invention. If the legacy switching

points are kept, some of UL-DL configurations (e.g. UL-DL configuration 0 or 5) may

lead potentially large latency regardless of the length of short TTI, due to the large

value between two available resources for short PDCCH (sPDCCH)/short PDSCH

(sPDSCH)/short PUCCH (sPUCCH)/short PUSCH (sPUSCH) transmissions.

However, this approach offers the simplest and cleanest solution, because this

approach does not introduce any additional inter-cell interference issue for short TTI.

To balance UL and DL portion, utilizing UL-DL configuration and configuring special

subframe configuration with minimum DwPTS length and increase of UpPTS region

to allow more UL resources may be considered.

[75] FIG. 8 shows an example of the best and worst latency for TDD according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. The best and worst latency for HARQ-ACK

feedback latency (B) and PUSCH transmission delay (E) may be 4*TTI and

2ms+GP+DwPTS, respectively. The best and worst latency for retransmission latency

(C) may be 1*TTI and 2ms+UpPTS, respectively. In legacy, the best and worst latency

for HARQ-ACK feedback latency (B) and PUSCH transmission delay (E) may be 4ms

and 6ms, respectively, and the best and worst latency for retransmission latency (C) be

2ms and 6ms, respectively. Roughly, the latency for the worst case may be reduced to

50% with introducing short TTIs and the latency for best case may be reduced less

than 50% if a length of the short TTI length is less than or equal to 0.25ms. However,

actual reduction may be a bit different if actual scheduling and other aspects are

considered. To support this approach, HARQ-ACK timing and PUSCH timing need to

be clarified which may be somewhat different from FDD case.

[76] In TDD case, the average latency (RTT) may not be directly reduced to 8*TTI. For

example, when UL-DL configuration 1 is used, RTT may be 16*TTI, which is 2 times

of 8*TTL To address this issue, one of the following options may be considered.

[77] (1) Long RTT aligned with legacy TDD configuration: For example, UL-DL con

figuration 1 may be always used where the UL and DL portion are relatively same. In

this case, the average RTT may be expanded as 16*TTI.

[78] FIG. 9 shows an example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. This embodiment is based on UL-DL configuration

1. Referring to FIG. 9, it is assumed that 9 short DL TTIs are available and 2 short

TTIs are used for gap and 9 short UL TTIs are available (which take turn), based on

UL-DL configuration 1. In terms of timing, PUSCH may be transmitted at n+1 1

subframe, and PHICH may be transmitted at n+9 subframe. For this, 9 HARQ

processes may be configured assumed for short TTI. However, this does not assume

any MBMS transmission. This approach may not be able to reduce latency further,

even though short TTI is used. Further, short TTI of 0.5ms may be used in this



approach, and in this case, only four DL TTIs and four UL TTIs may be configured

considering the necessary of a gap, which means that only four HARQ processes is

necessary.

[79] FIG. 10 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention. This embodiment is based on UL-DL con

figuration 0. Referring to FIG. 10, 4 short TTIs are formed in a 1ms subframe interval,

and 5 short DL TTIs, 1 gap TTI, and 4 short UL TTIs are configured. Since the number

of DL short TTIs is larger than the number of UL short TTIs, HARQ-ACK timing may

be configured such that more than one short DL TTI is mapped to one short UL TTI,

and one short UL TTI is mapped to more than one short DL TTIs. The principle of this

design is to keep legacy DL portion of legacy UL-DL configuration as DL portion for

short TTI transmission. Legacy DL portion may include normal subframe which is not

MBSFN-capable subframe, not MBSFN subframe, non-MBMS region in MBSFN

subframe, and DwPTS of special subframe. To maximize the flexibility, the legacy

UL-DL configuration may be configured with UL-DL configuration 0 and DwPTS of 3

OFDM symbols. For a legacy UE, those normal subframe(s) or DwPTS may be

scheduled and used for cell-specific reference signal (CRS) reception, measurement,

etc. For a legacy UE, the available UL subframe may be UL subframes configured by

UL-DL configuration if those are not used for short DL/UL TTI. Other than fixed DL

or UL portion, depending on the scheduling, it may be used either for short DL/UL

TTI or legacy UL subframe. Thus, in terms of measurement for an advanced UE, may

assume that short TTIs aligned with legacy/fixed DL portion may be used only for

measurement purpose as other may be used for legacy UL subframe(s).

[80] In addition to UL-DL configurations described above, other short TTI UL-DL con

figurations may be considered. To allow a legacy UE to be associated with the carrier

supporting the short TTI, fixed/legacy DL portion based on UL-DL configuration

signaled by SIB may be used for DL portion even with short TTI frame structure. F ur

thermore, UL subframe(s) may be available either by frame structure or by scheduling.

At least some resource for physical random access channel (PRACH) may be

available. For example, the PRACH may be transmitted at least in fixed UL

subframe(s) in the embodiments described above.

[81] FIG. 11 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention. This embodiment is based on UL-DL con

figuration 0. Referring to FIG. 11, 4 short TTIs are formed in a 1ms subframe interval,

and 5 short DL TTIs, 1 gap TTI, 6 short UL TTIs, and 4 short DL TTIs, 1 gap TTI, 3

short UL TTIs are configured.

[82] Table 4 shows examples of short TTI configuration per legacy UL-DL configuration.



[83] [Table 4]

[84] For each UL-DL configuration, UL, HARQ-ACK, PHICH timing may be defined

such that mapping between short UL TTI and short DL TTI are rather uniformly dis

tributed. And, the processing budget of at least 4 TTIs may allowed for a UE and at

least two TTIs may allowed for network side.

[85] Further, fixed DL portion and fixed UL portion may be allocated, and self-contained

subframe may be assigned in non-fixed DL or UL portion. For example, assuming UL-

DL configuration 0, fixed DL portion may be subframe 0 and 3 OFDM symbol from

subframe 1 (repeated in 5ms), and fixed UL portions may be subframe 2. The overall

latency may be dependent on the actual special subframe configurations to allow more

DL/UL switching points in each subframe. As the fixed portion may be at least 30% in

total (which may be further increased if paging is also considered).

[86] In other subframe, self-contained subframe structure may be used. In terms of self-

contained subframe structure, the followings may be considered.

[87] - DDSU: When 3/4 symbol TTI is used

[88] - DSUU: When 3/4 symbol TTI is used

[89] - UUUU: When 3/4 symbol TTI is used

[90] - DDDD: When 3/4 symbol TTI is used



[91] - DDDDDSU: When 2 symbol TTI is used

[92] - DSUUUUU: When 2 symbol TTI is used

[93] - DDDSUUU: When 2 symbol TTI is used

[94] - DDSUUUU: When 2 symbol TTI is used

[95] - DDDDSUU: When 2 symbol TTI is used

[96] The options described above are merely examples, and some other cases may also be

considered. For example, 1 symbol TTI may also be considered. In terms of con

figuration of self-contained structure in flexible subframe, the format may be signaled

via SIB or higher layer signaling. Further, the special subframe may also contain self-

contained subframe where the first TTI may carry legacy CRS to be backward

compatible.

[97] FIG. 12 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention. This embodiment is based on UL-DL con

figuration 0. Referring to FIG. 12, 4 short TTIs are formed in a 1ms subframe interval.

Subframe 0 and 3 OFDM symbol from subframe 1 fixed DL portion are assigned as

fixed DL portion, and subframe 2 is assigned as fixed UL portion.

[98] Similar concept may be applied to other UL-DL configuration as well. Other than

fixed DL and UL portion, flexible portions may be used for either short DL/UL TTI or

gap-

[99] To support legacy UEs and support backward compatibility, at least subframe 0 and

5 may be fixed DL portion, and at least one UL subframe may be fixed UL portion.

For configuring fixed DL/UL portion, reference UL-DL configuration or fixed UL-DL

configuration may be configured via SIB or by higher layer signaling. For example, if

UL-DL configuration 5 is configured as fixed UL-DL configuration, subframe 2 may

be fixed UL subframe. For fixed DL/UL portion, different reference/target UL-DL

configuration may be given by SIB or by higher layer signaling. Also, to allow that

fixed UL portion can be any UL subframe, bitmap configuration of fixed DL/UL

portion may be considered.

[100] In the fixed DL/UL portion, multiple short TTIs may be placed. Only short DL TTIs

may be placed in fixed DL portion, and only short UL TTIs may be placed in fixed UL

portion. Further, in terms of HARQ-ACK timing and/or PUSCH timing, the load may

be distributed evenly over short UL TTIs, while minimizing the RTT latency.

[101] (2) Multiple carriers with shift: Similar to MBSFN handling, multiple carriers may be

used for handling unavailable DL and/or UL TTI(s).

[102] FIG. 13 shows an example of multiple carries for short TTI in TDD case according to

an embodiment of the present invention. This embodiment is based on UL-DL con

figuration 1. Referring to FIG. 13, a UE is configured with CC1 and CC2, where CC2

is shifted of 9 TTIs (2.25ms). Thus, CC1 and CC2 may not aligned by subframe index



nor subframe boundary. PUSCH may be transmitted at n+4 subframe, in either CC

depending on the availability of UL. PHICH may be transmitted at n+6 subframe,

where maximum 8 HARQ processes may be mapped per CC. Or, a new HARQ-ACK

timing may be considered to maximize the use of all short TTIs.

[103] To support this approach, different timing may be used per frequency. For example,

frequency 1 and frequency 2 may be used in a pair to support short TTI operation, in

terms of subframe index/boundary. In this case, one carrier may be shifted with a

certain value such that the number of available short DL/UL TTI over duration can be

maximized. In terms of carrier aggregation, a UE may be configured with a virtual one

carrier which is similar to a FDD carrier. For timing advance, a UE may apply timing

advance configured per each carrier depending on which carrier is used for UL

transmission. For DL, time/frequency may synchronized based on synchronization/

CRS/tracking RS transmitted per each carrier.

[104] FIG. 14 shows an example of subframe/TTI index of multiple carries for short TTI in

TDD case according to an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 14 corresponds

to a frame structure shown in FIG. 13, and subframe/TTI index are assigned. Referring

to FIG. 14, the TTI index may be fixed based on the anchor carrier (e.g. CCl) for short

TTI, whereas the subframe index may follow based on legacy subframe index per each

carrier.

[105] The TTI potentially used for a gap may not be scheduled with DL transmission. If

there is some ACK-NACK timing is mapped to the gap, a UE may assume that ACK-

NACK may be dropped/omitted in gap TTIs. In terms of scheduling of short TTI, short

TTI index may be used in terms of scrambling, etc. If a UE is scheduled in a legacy

TTI, subframe index of a legacy frame structure may be used. Legacy signals such as

primary synchronization signal (PSS)/secondary synchronization signal (SSS) and

CRS may be transmitted per legacy protocol, unless the short TTI is used in non-

backward compatible carrier.

[106] (3) Omit HARQ-ACK: If there is no available UL or DL portion for HARQ-ACK

transmission, ACK/NACK transmission may be skipped. However, this approach does

not resolve the issue with data transmission.

[107] (4) Assuming full-duplex eNB: If the eNB can support full duplex, one carrier may

be divided into two parts. The first half may be used with legacy TDD configuration

for legacy UEs as well as for advanced UEs. The second half may be used only for

advanced UEs.

[108] FIG. 15 shows an example of a full-duplex carrier for short TTI in TDD case

according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 15, a carrier is

divided into two parts, one of which is used for legacy TDD configuration, and the

other is used for complement advanced UEs. Similar to multiple carriers with shift, a



UE may move around each portion to use the available DL and/or UL TTIs.

[109] (5) Assuming multi-carrier capable eNBs and full duplex capable UEs: One TDD

carrier may be divided into two or three TDD carriers. One carrier may have different

UL-DL configuration which can be used to complement DL and/or UL portions corre

sponding to legacy TDD carrier.

[110] FIG. 16 shows an example of division of a carrier for short TTI in TDD case

according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 16, 20MHz

carrier may be separated into two 5MHz legacy TDD carriers and one small com

plementary carrier in the middle. The complementary carrier may have different UL-

DL configuration from the legacy TDD carrier. To support this approach, the network

may need to support three TDD carriers at the same time where legacy UEs may be a s

sociated with legacy UL-DL configuration. An advanced UE may be able to support

full duplex (i.e. receive and transmit simultaneously in different frequencies). For

example, UL may occur in complementary carrier and legacy TDD carrier (depending

on the UL-DL configuration) and DL may occur in legacy TDD carrier and

commentary carrier.

[Ill] In summary, in the description above, a few approaches have been proposed

according to embodiments of the present invention, to minimize unavailable short DL/

UL TTIs for reducing the latency in a backward compatible carrier where some portion

of subframe(s) are not available for DL/UL transmission due to MBMS and/or TDD

operation. Further, a few frame structure with keeping the legacy UL-DL configuration

while reducing the overall round-trip time have been proposed. In general, at least one

DL portion and one UL portion may be allowed in every TTI opportunity via FDM

and/or multi-carrier operation with shift. When multi-carrier is used, short TTI

indexing is as if multiple carriers aggregated for the operation is virtually one carrier

for short TTI operation. If there are more than one short DL/UL TTIs available at a

given moment, the cell with the smallest cell index may be selected. It is further

assumed that a UE is capable of supporting multiple carriers at a time with subframe

index shifted to support the operation.

[112] 2. Unlicensed spectrum handling

[113] If unlicensed spectrum is considered, fixed DL portion and/or fixed UL portion may

not exist. Thus, short TTIs may be placed in any subframe. In terms of defining short

DL/UL TTI in unlicensed spectrum, one of the following options may be considered.

[114] (1) Unless scheduled for UL transmission, all portions may be assumed to be

operating with short DL TTI. One short TTI or one or a few OFDM symbols before

UL transmission (scheduled semi-statically or dynamically) may be used for gap

including timing advance TA and clear channel assessment (CCA).

[115] (2) Based on option (1) described above, subframes configured with discovery



reference signal (DRS) transmission (including DRS measurement timing con

figuration (DMTC) duration) may not be used for short DL/UL TTI. If a UE has to

read DRS, the UE may assume that the DMTC is not used for short DL/UL TTI.

Otherwise, a UE may assume short DL/UL TTI within DMTC which are determined

by the scheduling. Even in this case, a UE may not be allowed to transmit semi-

statically configured UL transmission such as channel state information (CSI) feedback

within the configured DMTC.

[116] (3) Based on option (1) described above, subframe 0 and 5 may not be used for short

UL TTI. Subframe 0 and 5 may be used for short DL TTI. Even in subframe 0 or 5, a

UE may assume short UL TTI available if UL transmission is scheduled via sPDSCH

transmission (sPUCCH transmission) or sPUSCH UL grant.

[117] (4) Combination of option (2) and option (3) described above may be considered.

[118] (5) Fixed UL-DL configuration for short TTI may be considered. For example, a set

of fixed short TTI UL-DL configuration may be used for unlicensed spectrum with

short TTI.

[119] (6) Based on a higher layer signaling, a set of subframes may not be used for short

UL TTIs (and/or short DL TTIs). The signaling may include some subframes reserved

for MBMS transmission.

[120] If short TTI UL-DL configuration is used, for example, DDDSUUU (may be

repeated) may be used. If a length of the short TTI is two OFDM symbols, DDDSUUU

fits in 1ms interval. If a length of the short TTI is three/four OFDM symbols,

DDDDSUUU may be considered, where the first D may include one or two OFDM

symbol used for PDCCH transmission, and S may also include one or two OFDM

symbol used for PDCCH transmission. . If a length of the short TTI is seven OFDM

symbols, DS may be considered where S includes gap and UpPTS (size of a few

OFDM symbols (e.g. 1, 2, 3/4)).

[121] If dynamic short TTI UL-DL configuration is used, PUCCH transmission may not

occur at the given time due to no available short UL TTI or channel busy. In this case,

transmission of lost ACK/NACK may be performed in the next PUCCH transmission

opportunity, with piggybacking all previously lost ACK/NACK transmissions. To

convey how many ACK/NAKC bits are transmitted in the given transmission, the

number of carried ACK/NACK bits may also be piggybacked. Alternatively,

transmission of lost ACK/NACK may be performed in the next available short UL

TTI. If another UL such as PUCCH or PUSCH is scheduled in the next available short

UL TTI, lost ACK/NACK may be piggybacked with PUCCH or PUSCH.

[122] Alternatively, dynamic signaling of self-contained TTI configurations (e.g.

DDDSUUU, DDSUUUU, DDDDSUU, etc.) may be configured via common DCI in

every transmission burst. By detecting a common DCI, a UE may assume the con-



figuration of short TTIs for the given duration T. T value may be prefixed, higher layer

configured or dynamically indicated by the common DCI. Within T, a UE may not

need to perform CCA assuming eNB transmits reservation signals to protect the

channel. Alternatively, CCA may also occur, and the common signal may define the

starting of short DL TTIs and potentially short UL TTIs for the transmission of

PUCCH, etc.

[123] 3. Dynamic TDD in backward compatible manner

[124] To support legacy UEs and to allow flexible operation of short TTI in the meantime,

legacy UL-DL configuration 0 may be configured from legacy UE perspective.

[125] FIG. 17 shows an example of a frame structure for dynamic short TTI in TDD case

according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 17, a short TTI

of 1 OFDM symbol is used. One short TTI may be as small as one symbol OFDM

symbol. It does not matter whether the same TTI length is used for DL and UL or

different TTI size is used. If different TTI size is used, whenever dynamic transmission

occurs, the TTI size may follow the configured TTI size for the corresponding channel

or UL/DL. For this, the network may configure legacy UL-DL configuration 0 in

which the least number of fixed DL subframes are assigned. Also, for the special

subframe configuration, the shortest DwPTS may be configured such that the most

resources can be used flexibly to change between DL and UL.

[126] Timing of each channel may be as follows.

[127] (1) sPDCCH: sPDCCH may be transmitted in one or up to m TTIs. If one or more

TTIs among m TTIs are scheduled for UL transmission or needed for switching from

DL to UL or from UL to DL (switching latency from UL to DL may not be necessary

assuming fixed offset for timing advance such as 20us which may be used for

switching latency), a UE may be allowed not to listen on those TTIs. Alternatively, the

size of TTI for sPDCCH may be fixed as one symbol.

[128] (2) sPDCCH to sPDSCH: In terms of UE buffering, maximum number of TTIs may

be buffered at one time. For example, n TTIs may be buffered at the same time.

PDSCH may be transmitted from one TTI to n TTI within the buffered n TTIs. In

terms of buffering, it may move one TTI per time or it may move n TTIs per time. To

allow flexibility of various TTI sizes for PDSCH, n TTIs may be buffered at one time

and may be switched to next n' TIs in every n TTIs. If the size of sPDCCH is fixed to

one TTI, the buffer may swipe to the next TTI in every TTI. In this case, the buffering

capability may be viewed as buffering multiple TTIs.

[129] (3) sPDSCH to sPUCCH: In terms of determining sPUCCH transmission location,

the sPUCCH may always be mapped to n+k subframe, where the n is the last TTI of

sPDSCH transmission. Since it may always not be possible due to switching from UL/

DL or some scheduling or overlap with some other thing (e.g. paging occasion), the set



of sPUCCH transmittable TTIs may be prefixed, which may be configured by the

higher layer. For example, sPUCCH may be configured as every K TTIs where all DL

TTIs mapped between [I*K-k, (I-l)*K-k] DL TTIs to I*K short UL TTI for sPUCCH

transmission. In other words, maximum K ACK/NACK may be multiplexed within

one UL TTI. In terms of transmitting potentially K*M ACK/NACK bits (M is the

maximum ACK/NACK bits corresponding to one DL TTI), the maximum resource

may be assumed in terms of sPUCCH transmission.

[130] (4) sPDCCH to sPUSCH: sPUSCH may be transmitted in the first TTI at n+k

subframe. The overall TTI sizes for sPUSCH transmission may be dynamically or

semi-statically configured by higher layer.

[131] (5) If some TTIs are not available for DL or UL due to the alignment with legacy

UL-DL configuration where transition to DL or UL is scheduled by the network, a UE

may assume misconfiguration and does not switch its DL or UL. Or, different timing

relationship in those TTIs not available for dynamic switching between DL and UL

may be used. For example, sPUCCH timing of all DL TTIs aligned with legacy UL-

DL configuration may be determined as the first dynamic DL/UL TTI. After the first

dynamic DL/UL TTI, the timing may applied per the description above. Those TTIs

(DL TTIs) to be aligned with legacy UL-DL configuration may be assumed as invalid

TTIs from the UL perspective and PUCCH timing on those invalid UL TTIs may be

mapped to the first available UL TTI. Here, valid UL TTI refers the dynamic

changeable DL/UL TTI which may be mapped to any UL portion of the legacy UL-DL

configuration.

[132] FIG. 18 shows another example of a frame structure for dynamic short TTI in TDD

case according to an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 18 shows unavailable

UL TTIs and dynamically changeable UL/DL TTIs with some channels.

[133] FIG. 19 shows another example of a frame structure for dynamic short TTI in TDD

case according to an embodiment of the present invention. In this type of operation, a

short TTI of 3 or 4 OFDM symbols may be considered. Instead of changing UL or DL

TTI per OFDM symbol, DL/UL may change in every 3 or 4 OFDM symbols. For

example, 4 DL OFDM symbol may be assumed and one last OFDM symbol may be

used for DL to UL switching in case of switching to UL TTI occurs. In this case, for

example, there may one DL and UL TTI in the one slot.

[134] In this case, sPDCCH may always be transmitted in TTI size of 3 OFDM symbols re

gardless of actual TTI size. If the sPDCCH overlaps with legacy PDCCH, the

sPDCCH may be transmitted in the legacy PDCCH region (assuming three OFDM

symbol or smaller). The sPDSCH and/or sPUSCH may be transmitted in TTI size of 3

or 4 OFDM symbols depending on whether the gap is necessary or sounding reference

signal (SRS) is transmitted (i.e. the last OFDM symbol may be used or not). In other



words, TTI size of 4 OFDM symbols can be used for switching from DL to UL or

transmit SRS.

[135] For sPUCCH timing, DL TTI i with 3 OFDM symbols may be mapped to UL TTI

i+4, and DL TTI i+1 with 4 OFDM symbols may be mapped to UL TTI i+5. In other

words, sPUCCH may always be mapped to three OFDM symbol TTIs and two TTIs

may be mapped to one sPUCCH possible UL TTI. This is to fix or use the gap only in

4 OFDM symbol TTIs, and the transition between DL and UL can occur only in those

4 symbols TTIs. Similar things may be done with 2/3 OFDM symbol combinations.

For example, one slot may consist of 2 symbol TTI/3 symbol TTI/2 symbol TTI (and

repetition) or 3 symbol TTI/2 symbol TTI/3 symbol TTI/2 symbol TTI/2 symbol TTI/2

symbol TTI, where the transition may occur only in three OFDM symbols TTIs. In

terms of sPUCCH timing, sPUCCH possible subframes may be determined as next

TTIs next to 3 symbol TTI, where DL to UL switching is allowed. In other words,

some TTIs in a 1ms window or some window, subset of TTIs may be available for DL

to UL switching. In the case of 2/3 OFDM symbols, sPDSCH and/or sPUSCH may be

mapped to 2 or 3 OFDM symbols.

[136] If sPUSCH timing is after DL TTI with 3 OFDM symbols, the timing may be pushed

to the next TTI or sPUSCH may be dropped. In other words, sPUSCH may be

transmitted in one TTI where DL to UL switching is not necessary or pushed to the

next subframe where switching can occur.

[137] The number of DL->UL switching capable TTIs may vary or may be flexibly

configured by the higher layer. The timing of sPUCCH may be determined that only

UL subframes next to switching capable TTI may be used for sPUCCH. And,

depending on the processing time, multiple potential DL TTIs may be mapped to the

one sPUCCH capable TTI. For sPUSCH, it may be allowed in TTIs not next to

switching capable TTIs only if no switching is necessary (since the UL transmission

continues) or in TTIs next to switching capable TTIs.

[138] Further, the similar concept may be applied for 1 OFDM symbol TTI case as well.

Some TTI with 2 OFDM symbols with potentially one symbol used for the gap may be

higher layer configured. Further, the similar concept may be applied for unlicensed

spectrum where any restriction on fixed DL/UL portion is not necessary. However, one

or a few DL/UL portions may be fixed support legacy UEs. Further, the similar

concept may be applied to new carrier where legacy CRS is not transmitted or any

legacy UEs may not be associated with. Also, TTI size and/or fixed DL/UL portion

may be different from 1ms (which are used for mainly alignment with legacy frame

structure).

[139] 4. Every subframe with UL/DL switching

[140] To maximize opportunities of UL and DL transmission in TDD, it may be considered



to increase the switching point of UL/DL switching opportunities more than supported

in legacy frame structure compared to legacy UL-DL configuration. To maintain

backward compatibility, some constraints including the following list may be

considered in this approach.

[141] - Legacy CRS OFDM symbols should be transmitted in normal DL and the first two

OFDM symbols in MBSFN subframe

[142] - Legacy control region should be maintained in normal DL and MBSFN subframe

[143] - PSS/SSS should be transmitted

[144] - SIB1 transmission should be guaranteed

[145] - Supporting paging transmissions should be considered

[146] - PRACH resource is reserved

[147] For example, every subframe, including subframe 0, 2, and 5, may be allowed for

switching point. In normal DL subframe, due to legacy CRS, the candidate position of

short UL TTI may be restricted. Accordingly, the possible candidate locations may be

as follows.

[148] - OFDM symbol 2 and 3 in the first slot: this may not be usable for special subframe

due to PSS transmission

[149] - OFDM symbol 5 and 6 in the first slot

[150] - OFDM symbol 2 and 3 in the second slot: this may restrict many CSI-RS con

figuration

[151] Overall, it is desirable to place UL portion over OFDM symbol 5 and 6 in the first

slot if possible. However, this OFDM symbols may with legacy demodulation

reference signal (DM-RS) transmissions. Thus, if short TTI length 7 is used or legacy

TTI is used, different location may be used for DM-RS transmission. In other words, if

UL portion is configured to advanced UEs, it UL OFDM symbols may be punctured

from legacy UE perspective (and thus may degrade the performance of legacy UEs).

[152] However, subframe 0 may carry PBCH in OFDM symbols 0-4 in the second slot, and

may also carry SSS in OFDM symbol 6. In this sense, UL portion configured in

subframe 0 may be only configurable in OFDM symbols 2 and 3 in the first slot, which

restricts less than one OFDM symbol GP and one OFDM symbol UpPTS transmission

with PUCCH/PUSCH. Furthermore, it may not be feasible to configure any UL portion

in subframe 0 or 5 if there is scheduling to legacy UEs. In this sense, whether to allow

UL portion in subframe 0 and/or 5 can be higher layer configured or dynamically

indicated via common signaling.

[153] Alternatively, this may be enabled only when there is no DL traffic to legacy UE in

the same subframe. Whether the normal subframe contains UL portion or not may be

indicated by cell-common signaling such as common DCI or some cell common

signaling/RS. Alternatively, an advanced UE supporting short TTI may be configured



with short middle UL portion in normal subframe(s). The short middle UL portion may

be enabled by dynamic scheduling only. In other words, such UL portions, due to the

potential usage for DL depending on the legacy UEs, may not be assumed for any

periodic UL transmissions such as CSI feedback, SRS, semi-persistent scheduling

(SPS) PUSCH, etc.

[154] The special subframe may be adjusted similar to normal subframe.

[155] In MBSFN and/or UL subframe, the switching points may be adjusted depending on

the required number of short DL/UL TTIs (e.g. one switching point to multiple

switching points).

[156] GP between DL and UL may be more than one OFDM symbol. The gap value may

also be configured by the network or indicated by the network. If there is no indication,

the same gap value from special subframe configuration may be used. If the gap value

is larger than 1 OFDM symbol, having more than one switching point may be very in

efficient from the spectral efficiency perspective. Thus, it is desirable to minimize

switching point to one per every subframe. If two OFDM symbols are needed, OFDM

symbol 1, 2, 3 in each slot may be considered in normal subframes. In this case,

advanced UEs may not read antenna port 3, 4 for CRS for any feedback, data de

modulation, etc. Also, it may be assumed that legacy PDCCH (if it contains any

control information to advanced UEs) is restricted to one OFDM symbol if the first slot

is used. Two switching points may be considered if spectral efficiency degradation is

acceptable. If three OFDM symbol gaps are necessary, it is not desirable to configure

any switching point in normal subframe. If necessary, OFDM symbol 2, 3, 4, 5 in the

second slot or first slot may be utilized by assuming that a UE may not be able to read

CRS properly.

[157] FIG. 20 shows examples of different subframe types of a normal subframe using

short TTI for different UL/DL switching patterns according to an embodiment of the

present invention. Referring to FIG. 20, various UL/DL switching patterns may be

used for normal subframe using short TTI for different.

[158] FIG. 2 1 shows examples of different subframe types of a special subframe using

short TTI for different UL/DL switching patterns according to an embodiment of the

present invention. Referring to FIG. 21, various UL/DL switching patterns may be

used for special subframe using short TTI for different. Further, more configuration

with special subframe configuration may be possible. The gap size per each special

subframe configuration may be reduced to 1 or a few OFDM symbols and the

remaining OFDM symbols in the original gap portion may be used for UL portion.

[159] FIG. 22 shows examples of different subframe types of a MBSFN subframe using

short TTI for different UL/DL switching patterns according to an embodiment of the

present invention. Referring to FIG. 22, various UL/DL switching patterns may be



used for MBSFN subframe using short TTI for different.

[160] FIG. 23 shows examples of different subframe types of a UL subframe using short

TTI for different UL/DL switching patterns according to an embodiment of the present

invention. Referring to FIG. 23, various UL/DL switching patterns may be used for UL

subframe using short TTI for different.

[161] For UL subframe or MBSFN subframe, further options with different ratio between

DL/UL (from 0:8, 1:7. ..8:0) may be considered assuming overlapped OFDM symbols

with 2 OFDM symbol lengths TTI size.

[162] Examples described above are potentially different examples of UL/DL switching

patterns, which may be used differently based on TTI configurations. Furthermore,

there may also be different UL/DL switching patterns if different TTI combination is

considered.

[163] FIG. 24 shows an example of different short DL/UL TTI sizes according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 24, a size of the short DL TTI is 2

OFDM symbols, and a size of the short UL TTI is 1 OFDM symbol.

[164] The switching pattern may be signaled by higher layer or dynamically via common

DCI or some common signaling. The signaling may be transmitted per a few

subframes or every subframe. If signaling has been missed, a UE may fallback to

default pattern following the configured legacy UL-DL configuration. If there is

scheduled UL or PUCCH, the UE may drop if there is no UL portion following

fallback pattern. Also, if there is no DL portion by fallback portion, the UE may not be

able to acquire common signaling. To alleviate the problem, some DL control portion

may be fixed per each TTI, and advanced UEs may assume that DL control may be

transmitted in the fixed DL control portions regardless of switching pattern configured

by common signaling. In other words, regardless of subframe type, the first two or one

OFDM symbols may be used as fixed DL control portion for advanced UEs where UEs

may search any DL control or cell common signaling. Otherwise, the common

signaling may be transmitted only in DL subframes configured by legacy UL-DL con

figuration to minimize gap between UEs and the network.

[165] In terms of HARQ, it may be assumed that the latency is signaled by DL grant. One

of the following options may be considered to indicate the latency between the corre

sponding PDSCH and ACK/NACK transmission.

[166] - In terms of OFDM symbols: the gap in number of OFDM symbols between

PDSCH and PUCCH

[167] - In terms of the number of UL portions: if there are multiple short TTIs within one

UL portion, it may be considered as one if this option is used. ACK/NACK may be

transmitted in the first short UL TTI or the first UL control portion in the same region.

[168] - In terms of the number of short UL TTIs: if the same size is used for PUCCH and



PUSCH, the same value may be used. Otherwise, short TTI length of PUCCH may be

used.

[169] - In terms of the number of short DL TTIs: if the same size is used for PDCCH and

PDSCH, the same value may be used. Otherwise, the short TTI length of PDCCH or

PDSCH may be used.

[170] - Reference TTI length configured by the network

[171] For PUSCH timing, the similar approach may be used though if different PUCCH

and PUSCH TTI size are used. PUSCH TTI length may be used to determine the gap.

For PDSCH timing, the gap may be configured between control and data. In this case,

similar approaches may be considered where reference TTI may be PDCCH TTI

length.

[172] Furthermore, when multiple TTI scheduling is used, DCI may indicate the length of

PDSCH or PUSCH transmission. The possible value of length can be (1) 1, 2, 3, 4, 7,

14 OFDM symbols, (2) 1 TTI, 2 TTI, 4 TTI, 8 TTI, or (3) 1, 4, 7, 14 symbols.

[173] From the starting of PDSCH, the TTI length by multiple TTI scheduling may

continue where OFDM symbols corresponding to legacy PDCCH control region, gap

and/or UL portion, and/or PBCH/PSS/SSS region may be rate matched or punctured.

For example, if 4 TTIs are scheduled and TTI size is 3 OFDM symbols, it may span 12

OFDM symbols from the starting of PDSCH where OFDM symbols for legacy

PDCCH or configured for UL portion may be rate matched.

[174] To minimize the overhead, if common DCI is introduced which may be applied to

delta DCIs of follow-up within a certain duration, HARQ delay or scheduling gap and

the number of TTIs may be indicated in the common DCI.

[175] Considering that subframes 0 and 5 are fixed as DL, 50:50 percentage (roughly)

between DL and UL portions in TDD may be supported. Different TTI length in

different subframe depending on subframe type of legacy UL-DL configuration may

be supported.

[176] FIG. 25 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 25, UL-DL configuration 1

of 5ms is used. The same pattern may be repeated in the next 5ms. This is to protect

subframe 0 and 5. If UL-DL configuration 1 is used, the same type may be used or

different subframe type may be used in subframe 4.

[177] FIG. 26 shows another example of a TDD configuration for short TTI according to

an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 26, UL-DL configuration 2

of 5ms is used. The same pattern may be repeated in the next 5ms.

[178] That is, different TTIs may be used in different subframes for DL and UL, re

spectively. For example, if subframe needs to be used for DL only (e.g. subframe 0/5),

TTI length of 4 OFDM symbols may be used for DL. If UL subframes are adjacent



each other, TTI length of 2 OFDM symbols may be used for both DL and UL. If the

next subframe is DL, DL TTI length of 2 OFDM symbols and UL TTI length of 1

OFDM symbols may be used.

[179] Generally, it is preferred to use large TTI size where legacy TTI needs to be used for

DL. One symbol UL control may be used if there is no legacy UE scheduling in such

subframes.

[180] For special subframe, to minimize the impact to legacy UEs, the shortened special

subframe may be configured. Further, for UL subframe and/or MBSFN subframe, DL

TTI length of 2 OFDM symbols and UL TTI length of 1 OFDM symbol may be used.

It is desirable to reduce the switching within one legacy TTI or one large TTI to

minimize the performance degradation.

[181] The used TTI length per each legacy TTI or long TTI may be configured semi-

statistically or dynamically.

[182] Further, nested structure among different TTI lengths may be considered with p o

tentially overlap among different OFDM symbols. For example, DL/UL ratio of 8:0 or

7:1 in normal subframe, DL/UL ratio of 8:0 or 7:1 or 6:2 in MBSFN subframe, and

DL/UL ratio of 4:4 or 3:5 in UL subframe may be considered. Or, DL/UL ratio of 8:0

or 7:1 in normal subframe, DL/UL ratio of 9:4 in MBSFN subframe or UL subframe

(where DL TTI length of 2 OFDM symbols and UL TTI length of 1 OFDM symbol is

used) may be considered. In special subframe, similar mechanism is used, but one less

UL TTI may be assumed compared to UL subframe due to 3 OFDM symbols reserved

for fixed DL portion.

[183] Though the subframe type may be signaled via common signal per each subframe or

subframe groups, it is generally desirable to fix the subframe type per radio frame unit.

[184] Furthermore, DL/UL switching may be allowed in only non-fixed UL subframes.

Given potential interference issue to switch DL subframe to special subframe

containing UL portion as discussed in enhanced interference mitigation & traffic

adaptation (elMTA), additional DL/UL switching may be allowed only in UL

subframes assuming that the network may apply UL-DL configuration 0 for the fixed

DL subframes. For this, special subframe type used in flexible UL subframes

(commonly) may be configured via common DCI used for elMTA instead of signaling

UL-DL configuration. Or, special subframe type per each flexible UL subframe may

be semi-statically configured, and then fixed DL/UL subframes may be dynamically

adapted.

[185] FIG. 27 shows a method for communicating with a user equipment via a TDD frame

using a short TTI according to an embodiment of the present invention. The em

bodiments of the present invention described above may be applied to this em

bodiment.



[186] In step S100, the eNB configures the TDD frame including a set of short DL TTIs

and a set of short UL TTIs. In step SI 10, the eNB communicates with the UE via the

TDD frame. A length of a short DL TTI and a short UL TTI is less than 1ms.

[187] The TDD frame may be configured based on a legacy UL-DL configuration. The

TDD frame may include a fixed DL portion. Or, the TDD frame may be configured in

a plurality of carriers. A timing of one carrier among the plurality of carriers may be

shifted for other carriers among the plurality of carriers. Or, the TDD frame may be

configured a part of a carrier for full-duplex eNB. The other part of the carrier may be

used for legacy UEs. Or, the TDD frame may be configured in a complementary

carrier which is divided from a legacy carrier. The complementary carrier and the

legacy carrier may have different UL-DL configuration from each other. Or, every

subframe in the TDD frame may have switching points between the set of short DL

TTIs and the set of short UL TTIs.

[188] The present invention described above may be applied to new radio access

technology (RAT) as well. The new RAT may not have PDCCH which is transmitted

in whole system bandwidth scrambled by cell ID. The new RAT may have at least one

beam RS, which is similar to the current CRS, in one cell. The new RAT may have

different subcarrier spacing compared to the current subcarrier spacing, mostly 15 kHz.

The point is to consider one or more DL/UL switching points in one subframe/long

TTI to allow further reduced latency. This may be useful if different applications with

different latency requirements coexist (e.g. enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) or

ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC)).

[189] FIG. 28 shows a wireless communication system to implement an embodiment of the

present invention.

[190] An eNB 800 may include a processor 810, a memory 820 and a transceiver 830. The

processor 810 may be configured to implement proposed functions, procedures and/or

methods described in this description. Layers of the radio interface protocol may be

implemented in the processor 810. The memory 820 is operatively coupled with the

processor 810 and stores a variety of information to operate the processor 810. The

transceiver 830 is operatively coupled with the processor 810, and transmits and/or

receives a radio signal.

[191] A UE 900 may include a processor 910, a memory 920 and a transceiver 930. The

processor 910 may be configured to implement proposed functions, procedures and/or

methods described in this description. Layers of the radio interface protocol may be

implemented in the processor 910. The memory 920 is operatively coupled with the

processor 910 and stores a variety of information to operate the processor 910. The

transceiver 930 is operatively coupled with the processor 910, and transmits and/or

receives a radio signal.



[192] The processors 810, 910 may include application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC),

other chipset, logic circuit and/or data processing device. The memories 820, 920 may

include read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), flash memory,

memory card, storage medium and/or other storage device. The transceivers 830, 930

may include baseband circuitry to process radio frequency signals. When the em

bodiments are implemented in software, the techniques described herein can be im

plemented with modules (e.g., procedures, functions, and so on) that perform the

functions described herein. The modules can be stored in memories 820, 920 and

executed by processors 810, 910. The memories 820, 920 can be implemented within

the processors 810, 910 or external to the processors 810, 910 in which case those can

be communicatively coupled to the processors 810, 910 via various means as is known

in the art.

[193] In view of the exemplary systems described herein, methodologies that may be im

plemented in accordance with the disclosed subject matter have been described with

reference to several flow diagrams. While for purposed of simplicity, the

methodologies are shown and described as a series of steps or blocks, it is to be un

derstood and appreciated that the claimed subject matter is not limited by the order of

the steps or blocks, as some steps may occur in different orders or concurrently with

other steps from what is depicted and described herein. Moreover, one skilled in the art

would understand that the steps illustrated in the flow diagram are not exclusive and

other steps may be included or one or more of the steps in the example flow diagram

may be deleted without affecting the scope and spirit of the present disclosure.
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Claims
[Claim 1] A method for communicating, by an eNodeB (eNB), with a user

equipment via a time division duplex (TDD) frame using a short

transmission time interval (TTI) in a wireless communication system,

the method comprising:

configuring the TDD frame including a set of short downlink (DL)

TTIs and a set of short uplink (UL) TTIs; and

communicating with the UE via the TDD frame,

wherein a length of a short DL TTI and a short UL TTI is less than

lms.

Claim 2] The method of claim 1, wherein the TDD frame is configured based on

a legacy UL-DL configuration.

Claim 3] The method of claim 2, wherein the TDD frame includes a fixed DL

portion.

Claim 4] The method of claim 1, wherein the TDD frame is configured in a

plurality of carriers.

Claim 5] The method of claim 4, wherein a timing of one carrier among the

plurality of carriers is shifted for other carriers among the plurality of

carriers.

Claim 6] The method of claim 1, wherein the TDD frame is configured a part of

a carrier for full-duplex eNB.

Claim 7] The method of claim 6, wherein the other part of the carrier is used for

legacy UEs.

Claim 8] The method of claim 1, wherein the TDD frame is configured in a com

plementary carrier which is divided from a legacy carrier.

Claim 9] The method of claim 8, wherein the complementary carrier and the

legacy carrier have different UL-DL configuration from each other.

Claim 10] The method of claim 1, wherein every subframe in the TDD frame has

switching points between the set of short DL TTIs and the set of short

UL TTIs.

Claim 11] An eNodeB (eNB) in a wireless communication system, the eNB

comprising:

a memory;

a transceiver; and

a processor, coupled to the memory and the transceiver, that:

configures a time division duplex (TDD) including a set of short

downlink (DL) transmission time intervals (TTIs) and a set of short
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uplink (UL) TTIs, and

controls the transceiver to communicate with the UE via the TDD

frame,

wherein a length of a short DL TTI and a short UL TTI is less than

lms.
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